Heavy-duty truck drivers can take the DDC Professional Truck Driver course at their own pace online. This Internet-based training is a convenient alternative to our classroom course while providing the proven techniques for avoiding costly and deadly collisions. The program allows drivers in remote locations to take the course at far less than the cost of one preventable accident.

Course description
The DDC Professional Truck Driver Online course uses state-of-the-art animation, clear narration and interactive screens to teach defensive driving techniques that help all truck drivers avoid collisions and violations. Participants can train at their own pace, even in the comfort of their own home or vehicle. The bookmark feature allows them to return and review any portion of the program before taking the open-book test. Grading and certificate issuance are immediate. Online management reduces recordkeeping efforts and administrative costs even further.

What participants learn
• The most common causes of truck-related collisions, and the practical knowledge and techniques to avoid them
• The DDC™ Collision Prevention Formula, which helps drivers identify hazards and act properly in a timely manner
• Dealing with uncontrollable driving conditions and hazards
• Real-life driving simulation scenarios
• Ways to protect the motoring public

Who would benefit from this course
Novice or experienced drivers of oversized, heavy-duty trucks; fleet managers; dispatching service providers; safety managers

What you get when you purchase DDC Professional Truck Driver Online
• Secure access to a database of your company’s participant information and scores
• Standard and custom reporting to extract management details from the site
• Answers to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
• Online and downloadable Administrative Guide
• Fast customer and technical support for all users

Demo the course for FREE. Go to nscptdonline.com/ptd.

For more information contact NSC at +1-630-775-2056 or visit nsc.org/international for more details.